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DeepCool SC700 Black

Brand : DeepCool Product code: R-SC700-BKNSNN-G

Product name : SC700

- Supports ASUS Aura, GIGABYTE Fusion, MSI Mystic Light, and ASRock Polychrome
- 12 Ports
- Magnetic Mounting Method
12 Ports x 3Pin Addressable RGB, 84×45×15 mm, 38 g, Black

DeepCool SC700 Black:

The DeepCool SC700 12-port ARGB hub can power numerous 5V ARGB components simultaneously
while occupying only one 3-pin header on a motherboard or controller.

12-PORT ADDRESSABLE RGB HUB
The SC700 connects to a single 3-pin 5V addressable RGB header on a motherboard or controller and
extends up to 12 ARGB components for lighting synchronization. The included SATA interface provides
stable continuous power for all your lighting components.

The compact and sturdy case is also magnetic, allowing it to be conveniently tucked away behind the
motherboard tray or positioned anywhere else.

Supports ASUS Aura, GIGABYTE Fusion, MSI Mystic Light, and ASRock Polychrome. This product is NOT
compatible with 12V 4-Pin RGB devices.

Features

Housing colour * Black
Control type Not available
Magnetic mount

Ports & interfaces

Ports quantity 12
Connector(s) 3-Pin Addressable RGB

Ports & interfaces

ARGB ports quantity 12

Weight & dimensions

Width 45 mm
Depth 84 mm
Height 15 mm
Weight 38 g
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